
 

 

STD -2ND (paper-3)                               F. A -1  EXAMINATION                                   DATE-     -07 -2016 

SUB- MATHS                                                                                                                         MARKS-30 

Q-1 Write the Number Names:-                                                                      [5] 

1. 57 = _________________________________               2. 52  =_____________________________ 

3. 147 = ________________________________               4. 79 = ____________________________ 

5. 306 = __________________________________ 

 

Q-2 Write the numerals:-                                                                       [5] 

1.fifty-three =  __________                              2.sixty-five  =  ________                    3.seventy  =  ________ 

 

4.two hundred- five =  __________                   5.three hundred  forty-nine =____________ 

Q-3 Arrange the following numbers in ascending order:-                                                                   [2] 

 

1.75, 27,217, 99 _____________________________    2.207, 201, 207, 135 ______________________ 

Q-4 Write in the standard form:-                                                                        [3]  

 

1.50   +   65  =      _______          2.  20  +  2  =  _______               3.   500   +  50   +   2  =   _______ 

Q-5 Addition:-                                                                            [5] 

 

1.  8 4 7        2.  6 5 2  3.   2 3 6             4.   2 7  5.    5 8 

            + 1 3 3             + 1 1 8     + 6 4 2                       3  6           3  1 

                                                                                                                          + 1  8      +  1 3 

 

Q-6 Word problems:-                                                                            [4] 

1 A hawker sold 44 eggs to one customer and 78 eggs to another customer. How many eggs did he sell to the two 

customers?  

 

 

2  Jasmeet read 45 pages of a book on saturday on sunday. How many pages in all did she read on both the days.?  

 

 

 

Q-7 Write the missing letters:-                                                                            [2] 

 

1. 45 , 47,   ___  ,  ___  ,   ___  ,   ___  .                         2.    180, 190 ,   ___ ,    ___ ,    ___ ,    ___  . 

 

Q-8  Subtraction:-                                                                                      [4] 

 

           1.     8   8  2.    4   5             3.     7  0             4.    4  6 

                 -  2  2        -3   4                   - 7 0                     1   4 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
STD-2ND     (paper-2)                                                        F.A-1 EXAMINATION                                         DATE-     7-16 
SUB-COMPUTER                                                                                                                               MARKS-30  
Q 1 Write unscramble words                                                                                                                         ( 8 ) 

1. TOPLAP_____________  2  EOHSU   ___________  3  KOOBNOTE  ___________     4  OICEFF  ___________   

5  PROTRIA  ___________   6  SHOOLC  _________________      7  BKAN  _____________  8  TBLATE CP______ 

Q 2  Tick (       )  the correct option                                                                                                                  (4) 

1 ) At home , we use a computer to                ( a ) pray                       ( b ) do home work  

2)computers are used in a school to              (a ) do gardening          ( b ) teach 

3)  In banks , people use computers for          ( a ) keeping accounts   ( b )  teaching  

4) At airports and railway station we use computers for   (a) booking tickets       ( b ) playing games 

Q  3  fill in the blanks according to text book.                                                                                             ( 8 ) 

1 Teachers use computers to make _____________2 A computer helps in keeping details of  _________ in a library 

3  we ___________ movies  and  cartoons on a computer 4  Many _________ films are made with the help of computers 

5 we type ______________ using computer in an office    6 we can __________________games on a computer 

7 we can watch ______________on a computer                8 A tablet pc is a slate shaped ________________  computer 

Q 4 State whether the given statement is true or false                                                                                 (10) 

1 computer are not useful in banks. (              )                       2 teachers find computers useful.   (                ) 

3 we can carry a desktop computer everywhere easily (               ) 4 Both man computer need care to work properly (    

5  we can design a book on a computer (                  )   6  A computer does not get tired (                 ) 

7 A supper computer is not commonly used (                 )             8 There is no need of computers in libraries (            )  

9 A tablet  P. C can work  without a keyboard and mouse (            ) 10 teacher  do not use computers (                  ) 

 

 

 
STD-2ND (paper-3)                                       F.A-1 EXAMINATION                                                               DATE-     7-16 
SUB-COMPUTER                                                                                                                               MARKS-30  
Q 1 Write unscramble words                                                                                                                         ( 8 ) 

1. TOPLAP_____________  2  DESTOPK   ___________  3  KOOBNOTE  ___________     4  OICEFF  ___________   

5  PROTRIA  ___________   6  SHOOLC  _________________  7  BKAN  __________  8 TBLATE CP____________ 

Q 2  Tick (       )  the correct option                                                                                                                  (4) 

1 ) At home , we use a computer to                ( a ) pray                       ( b ) do home work  

2)computers are used in a school to              (a ) do gardening          ( b ) teach 

3)  In banks , people use computers for          ( a ) keeping accounts   ( b )  teaching  

4) At airports and railway station we use computers for   (a) booking tickets       ( b ) playing games 

Q  3  fill in the blanks according to text book.                                                                                             ( 8 ) 

1 Teachers use computers to make _____________2 A computer helps in keeping details of  _________ in a library 

3  we ___________ movies  and  cartoons on a computer 4  Many _________ films are made with the help of computers 

5 we type ______________ using computer in an office    6 we can __________________games on a computer 

7 we can watch ______________on a computer                8 A tablet pc is a slate shaped ________________  computer 

Q 4 Stete whether the given statement is true or false                                                                                 (10) 

1 we can send fax using a tablet P.C (              )                    2 we can send fax using a tablet p.c   (                ) 

3 we can carry a desktop computer everywhere easily (               ) 4 Both man computer need care to work properly (    

5  we can design a book on a computer (                  )   6  A computer does not get tired (                 ) 

7 A supper computer is not commonly used (                 )             8 There is no need of computers in libraries (            )  

9 A tablet  P. C can work  without a keyboard and mouse (         )  10 one can only play games on a computer. (              ) 

 

 



 
   
               
SUB-GRAMMAR (paper-2)                                 F.A-1 EXAMINATION                                                            DATE-    -07-2016 
 STD-2

ND
                                                                                                                                                                  MARKS-30 

                                                   
Q 1 Put A , An or The in the blanks.                                                                                 (5) 
   1)______Elbow. 
   2)______Taj Mahal is ________beautiful building.     3)______ Honest Man . 
   4)______eye and _____ ear.                           5)_____Sun rises in ______east. 
Q 2 Put the words in their right order and they make sensible sentence.              (5) 
   1) wings , fly , birds , with , their              2) Grass , Eats ,a ,cow.               3) Eight , is, She , years , old. 
   4) Of , wood , made , is ,a chair.   5)a ,fruits , an , apple , is 
Q 3 Divide each of the sentences given below into two parts (a)The person or thing spoken about and (b)What is said about the person or 
things.(5)                                                                 
   1) An umbrella is a useful thing.     2) A Bicycle has two Wheels.       3) The sun rises in the east. 
   4) Birds build nest in trees.                 5) The cat is lying under the table. 
Q4 What do we call.                                                                                                            (5) 
    1) A Person Who goes to see in a ship .                  2) A Person who brings our letter to our houses . 
    3) A person who catches bad people.                     4) A Person who brings us Milk from the dairy . 
    5) A person who makes clothes for us to wear . 
Q5 Underline the common nouns and circle the proper nouns in the sentences. (5) 
   1) They have a peacock, a talking parrot and two rabbits in their house.       2) Vikram is my cousin .           3)Her Mother is a wonderful cook. 
   4) Mt. Everest is the highest peak in india.    5) The Republic day is celebrateSd on 26 

th  
January. 

Q6 Write out the following sentences putting in the right capitals.                         (5) 
   1) mohan  is eight years old                    2) the children play in the park                              3) the taj mahal is in agra 
   4) the golden temple is in Amritsar    5) the name i am known by is david brown 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

                                                                                                                                  
 

  SUB-GRAMMAR  (paper-3)                                    F.A-1 EXAMINATION                                                         DATE-    -07-2016 
 STD-2

ND
                                                                                                                                                                  MARKS-30 

                                                                                                                                                       
  Q 1 Put A , An or The in the blanks.                                                                                 (5) 
   1)______ Umbrella saves us from rain and heat. 
   2)______earth moves round ______ sun.    3)______  easy exercise. 
   4)______ Husband and _______ wife                            5)_____Sun rises in ______east. 
Q 2 Put the words in their right order and they make sensible sentence.              (5) 
   1) A  , Fruit ,an, Apple, is.               2)  wings ,fly , with , their               3) Eight , is, She , years , old. 
   4) Of , wood , made , is ,a chair.   5) Milk , gives , us , the , cow . 
Q 3 Divide each of the sentences given below into two parts (a)The person or thing spoken about and (b)What is said about the person or 
things.(5)                                                                
   1) Jack and Jill went –up the hill.      2)The table in the classroom is new.      3)A bicycle has two wheels. 
   4) Birds build nest in trees.                 5) The Earth moves round the sun . 
Q4 What do we call.                                                                                                            (5) 
    1) A Person Who goes to see in a ship .                  2) A Person who brings our letter to our houses . 
    3) A person who catches bad people.                     4) A Person who brings us Milk from the dairy . 
    5) A person who makes clothes for us to wear . 
Q5 Underline the common nouns and circle the proper nouns in the sentences. (5) 
   1) Raman  is our watchman .                       2)  Manoj  is my cousin .           3)Her Mother is a wonderful cook. 
   4) My Friend  Kirit  plays tennis in School .  5) The Republic day is celebrateSd on 26 

th  
January. 

Q6 Write out the following sentences putting in the right capitals.                         (5) 
   1) soniya  is eight years old                    2) the children play in the park                              3) the taj mahal is in agra 
   4) the golden temple is in Amritsar    5) the largest city in america is new york 
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STD-2

ND
                                                                        DATE-     /07/2016 

SUB-NEW WORLD (READER)   ( paper-2)                        F.A- 1  EXAMINATION               MARKS - 30 

Q-1  Write  meanings                                                                                            [8] 

1) whines         2) chase       3) Whines         4) Angry           5) Panther        6) Kennel    7) Herd     8) perspires 

Q-2  Match the pair  (A ) with (B)                                                                        

     (A )                                                (B)          

1) pig                        a) burrow                                                                         [5] 

 2) hen                                       b) sty 

3) cow                          c)coop 

4)rabbit                         d) barn             

 5) horse             e) stable 

 Q-3 Fill in the blanks according to text book                                                                                        [5]  

1) One day the tiger found a  ________         2) The tiger said , babies can’t stay in the _________      

3) Thewolves chased the _________away     4)The wolves said , ‘we will look  ______  the boy      

 5)  Mongli was not afraid of the other _______ because the grew up with them                          

Q-4  Tick (      ) the correct sentences  otherwise (       )                            [8]          

1) one day mongli was playing with a monkey. ______     2) The wolves said said that mongli with their son ______     

3)The monkeys were not kind to mongli _______              4)Ants greet each other _________ 

5)Ants  share food ________                          6) all the animals wanted the tiger to be their king._______ 

7)Kaa chased the monkeys away _______   8)The buffaloes helped mongli when the tiger came ____ 

Q-5 Imagine you are a mongly write what happen to you on the morning the monkeys tried to take you away.                                                              

(4) 

 
STD-2

ND
                                                                               DATE-     /07/2016 

SUB-NEW WORLD(READER)  (paper-3)                 F.A- 1  EXAMINATION                      MARKS - 30 

Q-1  Write  meanings                                                                                            [8] 

1) vim        2) Stalk         3) Whines         4) chase           5) Panther        6) Kennel    7) Herd     8) Notice 

Q-2  Match the pair  (A ) with (B)                                                                        

     (A )                                                (B)          

1) pig                        a) burrow                                                                         [5] 

 2) hen                                       b) sty 

3) cow                          c)coop 

4)rabbit                         d) barn             

 5) horse             e) stable 

 Q-3 Fill in the blanks according to text book                                                                                        [5]  

1) One day the tiger found a  ________         2) The tiger said , babies can’t stay in the _________      

3) Thewolves chased the _________away     4)The wolves said , ‘we will look  ______  the boy      

 5)  Mongli was not afraid of the other _______ because the grew up with them                          

Q-4  Tick (      ) the correct sentences  otherwise (       )                            [8]          

1)Ant live in large group ______            2) The wolves said said that mongli with their son ______     

3)The monkeys were not kind to mongli _______              4) the worker ant lays eggs 

5)Ants  share food ________                          6)Mongli met animals in the village _______ 

7)Kaa chased the monkeys away _______      8)ants greet each other ____ 

Q-5 Imagine you are an ant. Write about your day..                                                               (4) 



 

 
STD-2

ND
                                                                        DATE-     /07/2016 

SUB-NEW WORLD (READER)   ( paper-2)                        F.A- 1  EXAMINATION               MARKS - 30 

Q-1  Write  meanings                                                                                            [8] 

1) whines         2) chase       3) Whines         4) Angry           5) Panther        6) Kennel    7) Herd     8) perspires 

Q-2  Match the pair  (A ) with (B)                                                                        

     (A )                                                (B)          

1) pig                        a) burrow                                                                         [5] 

 2) hen                                       b) sty 

3) cow                          c)coop 

4)rabbit                         d) barn             

 5) horse             e) stable 

 Q-3 Fill in the blanks according to text book                                                                                        [5]  

1) One day the tiger found a  ________         2) The tiger said , babies can’t stay in the _________      

3) Thewolves chased the _________away     4)The wolves said , ‘we will look  ______  the boy      

 5)  Mongli was not afraid of the other _______ because the grew up with them                          

Q-4  Tick (      ) the correct sentences  otherwise (       )                            [8]          

1) one day mongli was playing with a monkey. ______     2) The wolves said said that mongli with their son ______     

3)The monkeys were not kind to mongli _______              4)Ants greet each other _________ 

5)Ants  share food ________                          6) all the animals wanted the tiger to be their king._______ 

7)Kaa chased the monkeys away _______   8)The buffaloes helped mongli when the tiger came ____ 

Q-5 Imagine you are a mongly write what happen to you on the morning the monkeys tried to take you away.                                                              

(4) 

 
STD-2

ND
                                                                               DATE-     /07/2016 

SUB-NEW WORLD(READER)  (paper-3)                 F.A- 1  EXAMINATION                      MARKS - 30 

Q-1  Write  meanings                                                                                            [8] 

1) vim        2) Stalk         3) Whines         4) chase           5) Panther        6) Kennel    7) Herd     8) Notice 

Q-2  Match the pair  (A ) with (B)                                                                        

     (A )                                                (B)          

1) pig                        a) burrow                                                                         [5] 

 2) hen                                       b) sty 

3) cow                          c)coop 

4)rabbit                         d) barn             

 5) horse             e) stable 

 Q-3 Fill in the blanks according to text book                                                                                        [5]  

1) One day the tiger found a  ________         2) The tiger said , babies can’t stay in the _________      

3) Thewolves chased the _________away     4)The wolves said , ‘we will look  ______  the boy      

 5)  Mongli was not afraid of the other _______ because the grew up with them                          

Q-4  Tick (      ) the correct sentences  otherwise (       )                            [8]          

1)Ant live in large group ______            2) The wolves said said that mongli with their son ______     

3)The monkeys were not kind to mongli _______              4) the worker ant lays eggs 

5)Ants  share food ________                          6)Mongli met animals in the village _______ 

7)Kaa chased the monkeys away _______      8)ants greet each other ____ 

Q-5 Imagine you are an ant. Write about your day..                                                               (4) 



 

 

STD -2ND                                         F. A -1  EXAMINATION                                   DATE-     -07 -2016 

SUB- MATHS                                                                                                                         MARKS-30 

Q-1 Write the Number Names:-                                                                      [5] 

1. 78 = _________________________________               2. 82  =_____________________________ 

3. 155 = ________________________________               4. 100 = ____________________________ 

5. 106 = __________________________________ 

 

Q-2 Write the numerals:-                                                                       [5] 

1.Twenty-two  =  __________                              2.Forty-three  =  ________                    3.Fifty  =  ________ 

 

4.One hundred- five =  __________                   5.One hundred  forty-nine =____________ 

Q-3 Arrange the following numbers in ascending order:-                                                                   [2] 

 

1.75, 63, 87, 55  _____________________________    2.117, 171, 177, 135 ______________________ 

Q-4 Write in the standard form:-                                                                        [3]  

 

1.60   +   7   =      _______          2.  80  +  3  =  _______               3.   200   +  30   +   1  =   _______ 

Q-5 Addition:-                                                                            [5] 

 

1.  6 3 7        2.  1 5 3  3.   5 3 1             4.    3 7  5.    1 9  

            + 2 5 3             + 6 1 8     + 4 4 4                        2 6           2 1 

                                                                                                                          +  5 8      +  6 3 

 

Q-6 Word problems:-                                                                            [4] 

1.Ankit has 64 marbles .His friend sanjay gave him 27 marbles . He won 15 marbles in a game.How many marbles does he 

have now? 

 

 

 

 

2.Three boys were playing football .Two more boys came along and played football with them.How many boys were 

playing football? 

 

 

 

 

 

Q-7 Write the missing letters:-                                                                            [2] 

 

1. 15 , 17,   ___  ,  ___  ,   ___  ,   ___  .                         2.    100 , 200 ,   ___ ,    ___ ,    ___ ,    ___  . 

 

Q-8  Subtraction:-                                                                                      [4] 

 

           1.     8   8  2.    5  5             3.     8  9              4.    4  6 

                 -  8  2        -2  4                   - 7  8                     2  5 



 

 

 
STD-2ND                                              F.A-1 EXAMINATION                                         DATE-     7-16 
SUB-COMPUTER                                                                                                                               MARKS-30  
Q 1 Write unscramble words                                                                                                                         ( 8 ) 

1. TOPLAP _____________  2  DESTOPK   ___________  3  KOOBNOTE  ___________     4  OICEFF  ___________   

5  PROTRIA  ___________   6  SHOOLC  _________________      7  BKAN  _____________  8  HOSP  

____________ 

Q 2  Tick (       )  the correct option                                                                                                                  (4) 

1 ) At home , we use a computer to                ( a ) pray                       ( b ) do home work  

2)computers are used in a school to              (a ) do gardening          ( b ) teach 

3)  In banks , people use computers for          ( a ) keeping accounts   ( b )  teaching  

4) At airports and railway station we use computers for   (a) booking tickets       ( b ) playing games 

Q  3  fill in the blanks according to text book.                                                                                             ( 8 ) 

1 Teachers use computers to make _____________2 A computer helps in keeping details of  _________ in a library 

3  we ___________ movies  and  cartoons on a computer 4  Many _________ films are made with the help of computers 

5 we type ______________ using computer in an office    6 we can __________________games on a computer 

7 we can watch ______________on a computer                8 A tablet pc is a slate shaped ________________  computer 

Q 4 Stete whether the given statement is true or false                                                                                 (10) 

1 computer is a useless machine (              )                       2 we can send fax using a tablet p.c   (                ) 

3 we can carry a desktop computer everywhere easily (               ) 4 Both man computer need care to work properly (    

5  we can design a book on a computer (                  )   6  A computer does not get tired (                 ) 

7 A supper computer is not commonly used (                 )             8 There is no need of computers in libraries (            )  

9 A tablet  P. C can work  without a keyboard and mouse (            ) 10 Doctor do not use computers (                  ) 

 

 

 
STD-2ND                                              F.A-1 EXAMINATION                                         DATE-     7-16 
SUB-COMPUTER                                                                                                                               MARKS-30  
Q 1 Write unscramble words                                                                                                                         ( 8 ) 

1. TOPLAP _____________  2  DESTOPK   ___________  3  KOOBNOTE  ___________     4  OICEFF  ___________   

5  PROTRIA  ___________   6  SHOOLC  _________________      7  BKAN  _____________  8  HOSP  

____________ 

Q 2  Tick (       )  the correct option                                                                                                                  (4) 

1 ) At home , we use a computer to                ( a ) pray                       ( b ) do home work  

2)computers are used in a school to              (a ) do gardening          ( b ) teach 

3)  In banks , people use computers for          ( a ) keeping accounts   ( b )  teaching  

4) At airports and railway station we use computers for   (a) booking tickets       ( b ) playing games 

Q  3  fill in the blanks according to text book.                                                                                             ( 8 ) 

1 Teachers use computers to make _____________2 A computer helps in keeping details of  _________ in a library 

3  we ___________ movies  and  cartoons on a computer 4  Many _________ films are made with the help of computers 

5 we type ______________ using computer in an office    6 we can __________________games on a computer 

7 we can watch ______________on a computer                8 A tablet pc is a slate shaped ________________  computer 

Q 4 Stete whether the given statement is true or false                                                                                 (10) 

1 computer is a useless machine (              )                       2 we can send fax using a tablet p.c   (                ) 

3 we can carry a desktop computer everywhere easily (               ) 4 Both man computer need care to work properly (    

5  we can design a book on a computer (                  )   6  A computer does not get tired (                 ) 

7 A supper computer is not commonly used (                 )             8 There is no need of computers in libraries (            )  

9 A tablet  P. C can work  without a keyboard and mouse (            ) 10 Doctor do not use computers (                  ) 
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STD-2
ND

                                                                        DATE-     /07/2016 

SUB-NEW WORLD (READER)                                 F.A- 1  EXAMINATION               MARKS - 30 

Q-1  Write  meanings                                                                                            [8] 

1) vim         2) Stalk         3) Whines         4) Angry           5) Panther        6) Kennel    7) Herd     8) Notice 

Q-2  Match the pair  (A ) with (B)                                                                        

     (A )                                                (B)          

1) pig                        a) burrow                                                                         [5] 

 2) hen                                       b) sty 

3) cow                          c)coop 

4)rabbit                         d) barn             

 5) horse             e) stable 

 Q-3 Fill in the blanks according to text book                                                                                        [5]  

1) One day the tiger found a  ________         2) The tiger said , babies can’t stay in the _________      

3) Thewolves chased the _________away     4)The wolves said , ‘we will look  ______  the boy      

 5)  Mongli was not afraid of the other _______ because the grew up with them                          

Q-4  Tick (      ) the correct sentences  otherwise (       )                            [8]          

1)Ant live in large group ______            2) The wolves said said that mongli with their son ______     

3)The monkeys were not kind to mongli _______              4)Ants greet each other _________ 

5)Ants  share food ________                          6)Mongli met animals in the village _______ 

7)Kaa chased the monkeys away _______   8)The buffaloes helped mongli when the tiger came ____ 

Q-5 Imagine you are a fly. Describe how you spend your day.                                                               (4) 

 

 
STD-2

ND
                                                                               DATE-     /07/2016 

SUB-NEW WORLD(READER)                                  F.A- 1  EXAMINATION                      MARKS - 30 

Q-1  Write  meanings                                                                                            [8] 

1) vim         2) Stalk         3) Whines         4) Angry           5) Panther        6) Kennel    7) Herd     8) Notice 

Q-2  Match the pair  (A ) with (B)                                                                        

     (A )                                                (B)          

1) pig                        a) burrow                                                                         [5] 

 2) hen                                       b) sty 

3) cow                          c)coop 

4)rabbit                         d) barn             

 5) horse             e) stable 

 Q-3 Fill in the blanks according to text book                                                                                        [5]  

1) One day the tiger found a  ________         2) The tiger said , babies can’t stay in the _________      

3) Thewolves chased the _________away     4)The wolves said , ‘we will look  ______  the boy      

 5)  Mongli was not afraid of the other _______ because the grew up with them                          

Q-4  Tick (      ) the correct sentences  otherwise (       )                            [8]          

1)Ant live in large group ______            2) The wolves said said that mongli with their son ______     

3)The monkeys were not kind to mongli _______              4)Ants greet each other _________ 

5)Ants  share food ________                          6)Mongli met animals in the village _______ 

7)Kaa chased the monkeys away _______   8)The buffaloes helped mongli when the tiger came ____ 



 

 
STD- 2

ND      
                                                        F.A-1 EXAMINATION                                         MARKS - 30 

SUB-E.N.V                                                                                                                                          DATE    /07/2016 

Q-1 FILL IN THE BLANKS  ACCORDING TO TEXT BOOK                                           [10]                                                                                       
1)  My father's Mother is my_________                          2) We should keep our body clean ________         

3) We see with our___________                                       4) Oily food is __________                                          

5) We should _________  our elders                                 6) My uncle’S wife is my _________ 

7) The humanbody is like a big _______________          8) Our body is covered with _________ 

9) Keep your hair __________ and tidy                           10) Never tease _____________ 

Q-2 WRITE  WHETHER THE STATEMENT IS TRUE OR FALSE       

1) Member of a nuclear family have a common surname _______     2) I wash  my hands frequently. _______      

 3) I take a bath daily . ______                   4) When I want something I say ' Please. ______ 

5) No body likes a sad and ill - mannered child . ________ 

Q-3 MATCH THE PAIR (A) WITH (B)                                            [5] 

          A                B 
1) Stomach                                      a) Help us to think      

2)Teeth                                b)See 

3) Hair                    c) Digests food  

 4)Brain                               d) tooth brush 

5) Eyes        e)comb    

Q-5 ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION .    [Any-5]                                                        [10] 
1) What is a family?                                                           2) Name any two external parts of the body ?                                                                

3) How do we hear a loud sound ?                                    4) What will happen if you eat oily food ?                                   

5) How can you keep our surrounding clean ?                  6) What do you call your uncle’S son ?                                                                                           

  

 

 

 

 
STD- 2

ND      
                                                        F.A-1 EXAMINATION                                         MARKS - 30 

SUB-E.N.V                                                                                                                                          DATE    /07/2016 

Q-1 FILL IN THE BLANKS  ACCORDING TO TEXT BOOK                                           [10]                                                                                       
1)  My father's Mother is my_________                          2) We should keep our body clean ________         

3) We see with our___________                                       4) Oily food is __________                                          

5) We should _________  our elders                                 6) My uncle’S wife is my _________ 

7) The humanbody is like a big _______________          8) Our body is covered with _________ 

9) Keep your hair __________ and tidy                           10) Never tease _____________ 

Q-2 WRITE  WHETHER THE STATEMENT IS TRUE OR FALSE                      [5] 

1) Member of a nuclear family have a common surname _______     2) I wash  my hands frequently. _______      

 3) I take a bath daily . ______                   4) When I want something I say ' Please. ______ 

5) No body likes a sad and ill - mannered child . ________ 

Q-3 MATCH THE PAIR (A) WITH (B)                                            [5] 

          A                B 
1) Stomach                                      a) Help us to think      

2)Teeth                                b)See 

3) Hair                    c) Digests food  

 4)Brain                               d) tooth brush 

5) Eyes        e)comb   

Q-5 ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION .    [Any-5]                                                        [10] 
1) What is a family?                                                           2) Name any two external parts of the body ?                                                                

3) How do we hear a loud sound ?                                    4) What will happen if you eat oily food ?                                   

5) How can you keep our surrounding clean ?                  6) What do you call your uncle’S son ?                                                                                           



 

 
SUB-GUJARATI                                    F.A-1 EXAMINATION                                           DATE-         -  07 -2016 
STD-2ND                                                                                                                                   MARKS-30                                                   

પ્રશ્ન-૧ ખટૂતા અક્ષર લખો.                    (૧૫) 

 અ   ____    ____    ____    ____    ____    ____    ____    ____    ____    ____   અ: 

પ્રશ્ન-૨ અક્ષર સાથે અક્ષર જોડો.                (૧૦) 

  (અ)                (બ)                                   (અ)                    (બ) 

   અ                  ઈ                                    આ                      ઇ 

   ઈ                  અ                                     ઇ                       આ 

   ઊ                  એ                                     ઉ                       અ ં

   એ                  અ:                                    અ ં                      ઉ 

   અ:                 ઊ                                     ઓં                      ઓં 

પ્રશ્ન-૩ અક્ષર સાથે ચિત્રન ેજોડો.              (૫)  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
SUB-GRAMMAR                                      F.A-1 EXAMINATION                                                                         DATE-    -07-2016 
 STD-2

ND
                                                                                                                                                                  MARKS-30 

                                                   
Q 1 Put A , An or The in the blanks.                                                                                 (5) 
   1)______ Umbrella saves us from rain and heat. 
   2)______Taj Mahal is ________beautiful building.     3)______ Honest Man . 
   4)______ Husband and _______ wife                            5)_____Sun rises in ______east. 
Q 2 Put the words in their right order and they make sensible sentence.              (5) 
   1) A  , Fruit ,an, Apple, is.               2) Grass , Eats ,a ,cow.               3) Eight , is, She , years , old. 
   4) Of , wood , made , is ,a chair.   5) Milk , gives , us , the , cow . 
Q 3 Divide each of the sentences given below into two parts (a)The person or thing spoken about and (b)What is said about the person or 
things.(5)                                                                 
   1) Jack and Jill went –up the hill.      2) A Bicycle has two Wheels.       3) The sun rises in the east. 
   4) Birds build nest in trees.                 5) The Earth moves round the sun . 
Q4 What do we call.                                                                                                            (5) 
    1) A Person Who goes to see in a ship .                  2) A Person who brings our letter to our houses . 
    3) A person who catches bad people.                     4) A Person who brings us Milk from the dairy . 
    5) A person who makes clothes for us to wear . 
Q5 Underline the common nouns and circle the proper nouns in the sentences. (5) 
   1) Jag Mohan is our watchman .                       2) Vikram is my cousin .           3)Her Mother is a wonderful cook. 
   4) My Friend Robert plays tennis in School .  5) The Republic day is celebrateSd on 26 

th  
January. 

Q6 Write out the following sentences putting in the right capitals.                         (5) 
   1) ashok is eight years old                    2) the children play in the park                              3) the taj mahal is in agra 
   4) the golden temple is in Amritsar    5) the qutab minar is in mehrauli 
 



 
STD- 2

ND      
   (paper-2)                                           F.A-1 EXAMINATION                                         MARKS - 30 

SUB-E.N.V                                                                                                                                          DATE    /07/2016 

Q-1 FILL IN THE BLANKS  ACCORDING TO TEXT BOOK                                           [10]                                                                                       
1)  My father's brother's  is my_________                          2) We learn good mannaers in _____ and at _____ ______       

3) We hear  with our___________                                       4)  never tease animals __________                                          

5) We should _________  water before drinking.                 6) My uncle’S son  is my _________ 

7) The human body is like a big _______________          8) Our body is covered with _________ 

9) Keep your hair __________ and tidy                           10)______ are tiny harmful creatures which can not see. 

Q-2 WRITE  WHETHER THE STATEMENT IS TRUE OR FALSE       

1)  put your elbows on the table while eating._______     2) I brush my teeth every day.. _______      

 3) I take a bath daily . ______                   4) When I want something I say ' Please. ______ 

5) you should say , ' you are welcome ' when some say, 'thank- you ' . ________ 

Q-3 MATCH THE PAIR (A) WITH (B)                                            [5] 

          A                B 
1) Lungs                                      a) Help us to think      

2)Teeth                                b) Help us to movement 

3) Hair                    c) Help us to breathe  

 4)Brain                               d) tooth brush 

5) Muscles        e)comb    

Q-5 ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION .    [Any-5]                                                        [10] 
1) What is a nuclear  family                                               2) Name any two internal parts of the body ?                                                                

3) How do we hear a loud sound ?                                    4) What will happen if you eat oily food ?                                   

5) How can you keep our surrounding clean ?                  6) What is the function of our skin ?                                                                                           

  

 

 

 

 
STD- 2

ND      
   (paper-3)                                                     F.A-1 EXAMINATION                           MARKS - 30 

SUB-E.N.V                                                                                                                                          DATE    /07/2016 

Q-1 FILL IN THE BLANKS  ACCORDING TO TEXT BOOK                                           [10]                                                                                       
1)  My father's father r is my_________                          2) We should keep our body clean ________         

3) We see with our___________                                       4) Oily food is __________                                          

5) We should _________  our elders                                 6) My uncle’S son  is my _________ 

7) The human body is like a big _______________          8) Our  _________ rests on our neck. 

9) ____________help us to breath.                                    10) our nose help us to __________ different things. 

Q-2 WRITE  WHETHER THE STATEMENT IS TRUE OR FALSE                      [5] 

1) i cover my mouth while coughing _______     2) I wash  my hands frequently. _______      

 3) I take a bath daily . ______                   4) When I want something I say ' Please. ______ 

5) I respect my elders________ 

Q-3 MATCH THE PAIR (A) WITH (B)                                            [5] 

          A                B 
1) Hear                                           a)  nose      

2)Teeth                                b)See 

3) Hair                    c) Ear 

 4)Smell                               d) tooth brush 

5) Eyes        e)comb   



Q-5 ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION .    [Any-5]                                                        [10] 
1) What is a family?                                                           2) Name the five sense organs of our body ?                                                                

3) How do we hear a loud sound ?                                    4) What are the three magic words  ?                                   

5) How can you keep our surrounding clean ?                  6) Why should you brush your teeth?                                                                                           

  
 

STD -2ND (paper-3)                               F. A -1  EXAMINATION                                   DATE-     -07 -2016 

SUB- MATHS                                                                                                                         MARKS-30 

Q-1 Write the Number Names:-                                                                      [5] 

1. 57 = _________________________________               2. 52  =_____________________________ 

3. 147 = ________________________________               4. 79 = ____________________________ 

5. 306 = __________________________________ 

 

Q-2 Write the numerals:-                                                                       [5] 

1.fifty-three =  __________                              2.sixty-five  =  ________                    3.seventy  =  ________ 

 

4.two hundred- five =  __________                   5.three hundred  forty-nine =____________ 

Q-3 Arrange the following numbers in ascending order:-                                                                   [2] 

 

1.75, 27,217, 99 _____________________________    2.207, 201, 207, 135 ______________________ 

Q-4 Write in the standard form:-                                                                        [3]  

 

1.50   +   65  =      _______          2.  20  +  2  =  _______               3.   500   +  50   +   2  =   _______ 

Q-5 Addition:-                                                                            [5] 

 

1.  8 4 7        2.  6 5 2  3.   2 3 6             4.   2 7  5.    5 8 

            + 1 3 3             + 1 1 8     + 6 4 2                       3  6           3  1 

                                                                                                                          + 1  8      +  1 3 

 

Q-6 Word problems:-                                                                            [4] 

1 A hawker sold 44 eggs to one customer and 78 eggs to another customer. How many eggs did he sell to the two 

customers?  

 

 

2  Jasmeet read 45 pages of a book on saturday on sunday. How many pages in all did she read on both the days.?  

 

 

 

Q-7 Write the missing letters:-                                                                            [2] 

 

1. 45 , 47,   ___  ,  ___  ,   ___  ,   ___  .                         2.    180, 190 ,   ___ ,    ___ ,    ___ ,    ___  . 

 

Q-8  Subtraction:-                                                                                      [4] 

 



           1.     8   8  2.    4   5             3.     7  0             4.    4  6 

                 -  2  2        -3   4                   - 7 0                     1   4 

 

 
 

STD-2ND (paper-2 )                                      F. A  1   EXAMINATION                             DATE-      7  -  16 

SUB- VALUE EDUCATION ( M.V)                                                                                               MARKS-30 

Q-1  write Answer the following questions from panchtantra.                                                 [5] 

1)Why did sher khan roar loudly ?      2) why did the frog make friends with.? 

 

Q-2  State whether the given statement is true or false.                               [4] 

1.talk to strangers._______    2.The  dragon spat fire at shiney.   _______ 

3.Shiney was happy to be back home.   _______       4. The children tried to catch Shiney.    _______ 

 

 Q-3 Fill in the blank to according “  panchtantra “ story book.                                                        [5]  

1)The _________held the two ends of the stick.  2) Sher khan lived in a __________        3) The jackal had a  

good __________.    4)The cave _____________ his roar.      5)People laughed at the _____________ sight. 

 

Q-4  Match the following:-                                  [3] 

           A                                                              B   

  1. Please    (a) Someone gives you a gift. 

  2. Thanku   (b) You are late and makes someone wait.  

  3. Sorry                                (c) You want someone to help you.    

 

Q-5   Choose and write the correct answer:-                                  [4] 

1.your mother cooks your favourite dish for you ___________   (thankyou/   sorry) 

2.The baby monkey saw a magic_________      ( tree/   cave ) 

3.your sister says sorry to you for breaking your car __________      ( never mind/   sorry) 

 

4.The door of the cave opened when the monkey used the magic word "___________(please/abracadabra) 

 

Q-6   Fill in your diary using the given words:-                      [4] 

    (   every one , poliet ,remember , happy  ) 

Date: __________ 

Today I learnt about being ____________politeness makes _________    ________. I will always____________  

to be polite.  

 

Q-7  Write in cursive.                                                                                                                              [5] 

1) we should not roadsidefood.____________________________________________________ 

2) Food helps us to grow._________________________________________________________ 



3) we should not tease animal..____________________________________________________ 

4) We should get up early in the morning._____________________________________________ 

5) We should study and play on time.________________________________________________ 

 
STD-2ND                                       F. A  1   EXAMINATION                                             DATE-      7  -  16 

SUB- VALUE EDUCATION ( M.V)                                                                                               MARKS-30 

Q-1 Answer the following questions                                                                                                 [5] 

1)Why were the gees worrid ?       2)Why did khan wait inside the cave.? 

 

Q-2  State whether the given statement is true or false.                               [4] 

1.talk to strangers._______    2.The  dragon spat fire at shiney.   _______ 

3.Shiney was happy to be back home.   _______       4. The children tried to catch Shiney.    _______ 

 

Q-3 Fill in the blank to according “  panchtantra “ story book.                                                        [5] 

1)The _________held the two ends of the stick.  2) Sher khan lived in a __________        3) The jackal had a  

good __________.    4)The cave _____________ his roar.      5)People laughed at the _____________ sight. 

Q-4  Match the following:-                                  [3] 

           A                                                              B   

  1. Please    (a) Someone gives you a gift. 

  2. Thanku   (b) You are late and makes someone wait.  

  3. Sorry                                (c) You want someone to help you.    

 

Q-5   Choose and write the correct answer:-                                  [4] 

1.your mother cooks your favourite dish for you ___________   (thankyou/   sorry) 

2.The baby monkey saw a magic_________      ( tree/   cave ) 

3.your sister says sorry to you for breaking your car __________      ( never mind/   sorry) 

4.The door of the cave opened when the monkey used the magic word "___________(please/abracadabra) 

 

Q-6   Fill in your diary using the given words:-                      [4] 

    (elder , listen , best , safe ) 

Date: __________ 

Today I learnt about why I should________________ to  my____________   listening to elders keep me 

_______. they know what’s ______ for me. 

 

Q-7  Write in cursive.                                                                                                                              [5] 

1) we say thank  you._________________________________________________________ 

2) Food helps us to grow._________________________________________________________ 

3) food give us energy..______________________________________________________ 

4) We should get up early in the morning._____________________________________________ 



5) We should study and play on time.________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

  

 

                               

STD-2ND                                        F. A  1   EXAMINATION                                            DATE-      7  -  16 

SUB- VALUE EDUCATION ( M.V)                                                                                               MARKS-30 

Q-1 Answer the following questions from panchtantra story book.                                        [5] 

1) Why was the frog frightened ?     2) why did the turtle want a strong stick ? 

 

Q-2  State whether the given statement is true or false.                               [4] 

1.Wish him with a smile.______    2.The  dragon spat fire at shiney.   _______ 

3.Shiney was happy to be back home.   _______      4. listen to your parents and teachers.  _______ 

 

Q-3 Fill in the blank to according “ panchtantra “ story book.                                                        [5]  

1)The _________held the two ends of the stick.  2) Sher khan lived in a __________        3) The Jackal had a  

good __________.    4)  cave _____________ his roar.      5) People laughed at the _____________ sight. 

 

Q-4  Match the following:-                                  [3] 

           A                                                              B   

  1. Please    (a) Someone gives you a gift. 

  2. Thank you   (b) You are late and makes someone wait.  

  3. Sorry                                (c) You want someone to help you.    

 

Q-5   Choose and write the correct answer:-                                  [4] 

1.your mother cooks your favourite dish for you ___________   (thankyou/   sorry) 

2.The baby monkey saw a magic_________      ( tree/   cave ) 

3.your sister says sorry to you for breaking your car __________      ( never mind/   sorry) 

4.The door of the cave opened when the monkey used the magic word "___________(please/abracadabra) 

  

Q-6   Fill in your diary using the given words:-                      [4] 

    (neighbour hood, friend ,share , class ) 

Date: __________ 

Today I learnt about how to make new _________________. I will share ____________   my things with a new 

child who comes to my __________ or in my _____________________ 

 

Q-7  Write in cursive.                                                                                                                              [5] 

1) we say sorry  you._________________________________________________________ 

2) Food helps us to grow._________________________________________________________ 

3) food give us energy..______________________________________________________ 



4) We should get up early in the morning._____________________________________________ 

5) We should study and play on time.________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                            
 

 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 

 


